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The original project Scenario We are engaged by a important bank with more than 2500 employees for reorganise totally the existing network and increase the general speed of connections. The original network is 20 old dated and use a ISDN BRI line for communicate between different sites of the bank. Computers are IP addressed manually and connected by hub with 10mbit/sec Ethernet cable. Every desk have phone witch currency using telephony line. The bank need introduce a Wireless connexion on different rooms and an access online for their customers. Of course, every connexion must be secure and the entire network must prevent eventually attacks.



Analyse of existing network By using a network simulation with Cisco Packet tracer, we can see that the existing network is incredibly slow and not really secure :



162ms for a ping in a local network is incredibly slow!



Theses results can be explains by multiples reasons : -



The network using actually a Broadband connexion very slow: ISDN BRI Line is limited at 200Kbits/sec theoretically.



-



By using ethernet cable in Cat 3 UTP, the transfer’s rate is limited at 10mbit/sec theoretically and in practise at 3mbit/sec!



-



More over, hub is a technology which divide the original connexion by every user connected :



"



"



For a connexion at 5mbit/sec with 4 users plugged on hub device, the connexion for each post will be



"



"



1mbit/sec.



"



"



With hub technology, every post receive all data send witch have normally only one destination.



!



!



Theses device are only allow to reproduce the original signal receive and re-transfers them to all computer



!



!



connected on it : not a really secure solution! One post connected on hub can easily intercept data witch are



!



!



not allowed for him.
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Solutions Topology changes After analyse the existing network, we observe immediately that most of existing material have to be upgrade. Our solution start by change theses actual materials : Network



Connexions between sites



Cables connexion



Desk connexion device



Existing



ISDN BRI Line



Ethernet cat 3 UTP



HUB 100mbit/sec



Future



T3 Internet connexion



Ethernet cat 6



Router + Switch 100mbit/sec



Connexion Between site : Cabling all sites between them is unthinkable and using a wireless technology is totally unsecured (packets can be sniffed) and not always cover the distance (WiMax is limited at 50km). The only exist solution is the Internet : we have to take a high speed Internet connection for connect different sites. Also, with this solution, the installation of VOIP technology becomes possible. For security reasons, the ISDN BRI line will be keep : if there is a problem with an internet connection, this line will be useful. Cables connexion : Cable is the best speed/secure solution for connect computer together. Unfortunately, the existing cable connexion is totally obsolete,;we have to change it by a new cable technology. Actually, cable cat 5 allow fast ethernet traffic with 100mbit/sec and is totally performant and sufficient. By the way, we must provide a solution powerful in the future, our company will not change every years cables. Ethernet cables cat 6 is a brand new technology cable witch allow 1Gbit/sec traffic for cheap , that’s why we choose this solution. Fiber technology is is not applicable because the cables can not be twisted: difficult to install in a building Desk connexion device : Like said before, hub devices are totally unsecured and slow. In fact, theses devices are the first problem of our existing network, we need to change it by fast ethernet switches witch allow individual connexion for every port (not divide by every user) and send data only at the receiver : Speed and security are possible now. Switches are manageable, witch permit to control the network and create different configurations for every computer connected into it. More over, Switch technologies are able to detect problems in a network and repair them (packet collisions for example). For create a gateway between the Internet and our network, we need to install router into our network. Router are directly connected to the Internet and provide this access to all the network. Router is a powerful device witch provide firewall and DHCP addressing and create route for find the fastest/secure road to communicate data.
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New functionality ‣



The bank organisation needs to introduce wireless connexion on many working rooms and for visitors. This technology is actually inexistent, we have to add it. Wi-fi is an easy and powerful technology for connect computer without any cables. This solution is mostly use by laptop/PDA witch move all the time and cannot be plugged. However, Wi-fi had a limited cover distance and is not really fast/secure compare to ethernet. We have to encrypt data and install many access point on each floor for cover all rooms. Wi-fi access point will be on 802.11N, witch is the fastest/powerful Wi-fi solution with a transfer’s rate up to 300Mbit/sec.



‣



Bank clients should have a access to their bank record via the Internet.



"



"



For realise that, we choose to install a Web-Server on «Plan les Ouates» office building witch is actually our



"



"



Server’s office.



!



!



With this Web-Server, bank will be able to create a secure website for sharing informations with their



!



!



customers (like record and more over : new services, promotions...).



‣



In aim to reduce cost, the company would like introduce Voice Over IP technology witch use the Internet for making phone calls.



!



!



This technology is specific and reclaims to change all existing phone by brand new IP Phone like Cisco



!



!



7941 and connect them to the network.



!



!



Theses phones ares powerful and can be comparable to analogical telephony and more important : they are



!



!



manageable, we can configure the phone for only receiving call (only internal telephony).
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Return On Investment Choice of Inter-Building connexion Ethernet connection The first question is why don’t keep every hub and just increase the ethernet cable speed/Internet speed? This solution could be really workable, cheap and useful but, as we have see, the company don’t upgrade frequently his network and hub could be a source of traffic problems in the future. Using HUB could make VOIP unusable.(divide traffic for each user). Security is also a reason for change this material. So why don’t use wifi in every computer? This is the cheapest solution, no installation cost, no material needed (except access point) but this solution have the same problems with hub : speed is divide between user, not secure and create some diconnections risks. The cost for 100 meter of ethernet cat6 is actually around £30. Suppose that every floor need 1km of cable, the final cost of ethernet cable will be : 300 x 12 = £3600 + £2000 installation = £5600 For connect them together, we choose to introduce router and switches in the network. We need manageable device really perform and secure (not a home cheap switch who can stop working after 1 year of utilisation), that’s why we choose Cisco 2950T 24 port witch are performant for a good price : £200 per switch. The cost of Switches installation will be : 200 x 14 = £2800 + £2500 installation/configuration = £5300 Router are a crucial devices for connect switches together and establish the Internet connection and assure the good working of our network. We have choose simple but efficient and professional Cisco Catalyst 1851witch cost £500/router. In our installation, 5 router are needed : 500 x 5 + £1000 installation/configuration = £3500 Finally, we choose to take 1 router and 1 switch in backup per site so the total cost for the ethernet connection is : £17400 What is the return of this investment? Using theses new cables allow a better traffic possible and increase the file transfers speed, allow an access for VOIP, allow the creation of new functionality like sharing documents, direct Internet communication, collaborate work between employees and data synchronisation witch will increase the productivity. The data synchronisation will avoid data’s duplication between each sites, optimising business processes and create a better follow for each client and projects (better communication intern and extern).



Wireless connexion For the wireless connection, we have choose to take wide access point for a good reliability : if the wireless do not cover all rooms needed, it can generate some crucial problems. Further, an important security installation is necessary for prevent eventually intrusions or data’s steal. For each point, we choose to install Cisco witch cost £200 per device.
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EFREI The total cost for introduce Wi-Fi into our company will be: 200 x 24 + £3000 installation = £7800 This technology will provide a new services for clients / visitor witch can increase the image of the bank. For clients, using a Wi-Fi secured is useful for control access on our network and provide a better clarity of connections (in the past, a client who need a connection will be plug on ethernet with no control on it).



Choice of Inter-sites connexion For connect sites together, we need a powerful and fast internet platform. ADSL technology is cheap and fast but is too limited in upload, not really good especially for servers. We need to take an offer which provide a symmetric traffic like SDSL, that’s why we look at T3 connection offers : !



Networkit-Solutions.com - Starts at £2500 a month



!



Pulse.com - Starts at £4500/month



!



Ds3bandwidth.net - £3500/month for 42Mbps x 42 Mbps.



!



RealLinx.com - £2000 for full port DS3.



Finally, we choose to take a 100mbps T3 connect provide by Bay Area Internet Solution witch are currency in promotion :



This offer provide many services like DNS, DSU and and second T1 line in backup if the DS3 like has some problems. For secure reasons, we choose to add a T1 second Internet connection (in T1) with another provider for £500/month If Bay Area has a problem with our Plan les Ouates site, The first and second access will no work and this second provider coming to be useful (Our server cannot be down, especially for our customer, too many money is risked!). We have also, for each site, the original ISDN line in backup for keep a connection if a huge bug with provider appear. For security reason, we have to buy 4 VPN server witch cost £1500 each (Linux licences = no cost) and £2000 with installation. The total cost for increase inter-site connection is also : 4 x 1500 + 2000+ 4 x 3500 + 500 = £14500/month + £8000 What kind of benefit our company can generate with a brand new fast internet connection? An introduction of our bank into Internet has many benefit : ✓



Allow a VOIP access



✓



Increase speed access with server



✓



Internet is a giant market with millions of possible new customers



✓



We can provide 24h/7h services easily



✓



Every campaign launch on internet have real time statistic, we can save fastly money if it is a fail.



✓



With email, the communication is free and we don’t have any hour constraints with international clients.



✓



We don’t have to paid post : A monthly customer letter normally send a 20 000 client cost normally : 20 000 x £0.5 = £10 000 / month save



✓



The last argument funding 75% of the internet connection cost.



For connect Birmingham, witch is only at 100meters to our Office Center, we choose to use fiber connection : a expensive choice but fastly funding because we save cost about another internet connection (at £3000/month, in 4 year the solution is funding). The cost for this solution is : 1500 x 100 meters = £150 000
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Choice of Web Server For provide a online platform to our client, we choose to install a Web Server for allow them to see their record. This solution reclaim a computer installation but a online platform creation too. This server will be install in Plan les Ouates site between other servers. We choose to take a linux based server (Apache) witch is more performant and more secure than Windows based server and licence cost free. The installation of this solution will cost £3500 + £1500 installation and £300/month for the https web crypting. A Web server provide many benefit for a company: Have a online platform create a new market and confirm the serious of the bank, bring customer and familiarise them. It is also a communication platform with customer who can ask their question easily. Theses questions and the time respond can also be reduce by creation of frequent question section for example. This platform is also a amazing publicity/marketing way : we can send promotional emails, view recent offerings and new services. A TV publicity campaign cost more than £20 000 and is absolutely free on our website!



Choice of VOIP VOIP is a new technology using the Internet for making phone calls with IP protocol : there is no analog cost, the communication cost is also divide per two! This king of technology require a web connection and changing every phone by new IP Phone like Cisco 7941G witch cost around £100. Changing all phones is expensive, we need to calculate is the solution is profitable. A mobile call cost actually with Orange business telephony £0,31/min and a international/national call £0,02 min and we suppose that 1/3 is on a mobile. With VOIP call provide by NOMADO, a mobile call is only at £0,12/min and 0,016/min for a simple call. The total cost for a employee is : With PSTN : 1/3 x 0,31 + 2/3 x 0,02 x 15 min x 20 days = £50/month for one employee! WIth VOIP : 1/2 x 0,12 + 2/3 x 0,016 x 15 min x 20 days = £42/month for one employee. We save around £8 per month for each employee but new phone cost £250 000 for all employees. £8 x 2 5000 employees = £20 000/month x 12 month = £240 000 save/years! In one year, the installation cost is only £10 000 witch we should add £4000 cost for installation. After one year and one month the VOIP connection generate only profit and fully justifies the restructuring of the network!! Here is the graph of rentability for each solutions in Pound/Month (0 = profitable) :



400000 300000 200000 100000 0 0 Month



4 month VOIP
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Establishment Ethernet technology Ethernet cables cat6 is now install on every floor of every building. For connect every computer together, we have to plug in into switches. But many solutions are possible, the first and economic solution could be to use a little switch on every room :



In theses plan, the network working perfectly and is a clear and cheap solution. Nevertheless, we choose to use one switch for each floor because this solution allow more port for the future (if for example company would like add a computer) and, more important, is easier to configure/manage.



In fact, more you use switches more the network become complex to manage and modify. Network & Protocols "
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EFREI With this solution, the network administrator can easily see every computer connected for each floor and control them in a same interface. Big switches have also possibility to create VLAN and resolve packet collisions : they are more powerful and more durable For each building there is two router(original+backup) in parallel for security reason: if one router fail the network still work (they are double connected with floor’s switches).



Wireless technology Wi-fi is a technology apparently easy to introduce but in reality this is not true. Wi-fi is generally unstable (wave perturbations and distance limit) and not secure because the connection is sniffable/stealable by every computer: everyone can see the data traffic. For introduce this technology into our organisation, we choose to crypt data with WPA 2 AES key : only user who have the key can be connected to the network (contrary to WEP key witch can be crack on 2 minutes only). More over, for be sure that user connected into the network is an employee, we choose to install a Radius-certificate access to every wireless connection (except free - limited - visitor spot) : The computer must reclaim and install a certificate for be connected to the network. Also, every packet is now crypt and only readable by the destination. For limited wireless connections, the access is limited at 80 port (internet) and there is no access to the bank network. This limit is fix by a firewall install just before the access point and for be sure that computer cannot communicate with other network computer, this connection is on a special VLAN totally different from the bank network (a virtual network is a subnetwork create virtually by switches for example). For not disrupt the nomadic access, limited access is on different/less powerful channel.



The distance limit is also an important problem, we have to be sure that the wireless cover all the floor:



Here we can see that one born is not sufficient for the floor (only for the meeting rooms), we need to put a second for the Admin Area/reception, and one more for the limited visitor/guest access:
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Data farm A data farm is the crucial and precious location for every company : all data are stock here and all server too : it is the brain of a network. By the way, a strict security is necessary! Plan les Ouates is compose by 10 servers and 8 Raid storage devices : one web, email, DNS, radius, database, file, application server and more over. For ensure the security, we choose to organise this site with a DMZ : All server who reclaim a Internet connection like WebServer is placed just after the first firewall and every other server like database server ares place after a second firewall who prevent a total security from the Internet attack : we have a subnetwork independent to Internet.



Sites connections For connect building together, we have choose the T3 internet connection. But this connection is absolutely not secure; by internet, every pirate can see the transfers traffic. For resolve this problem, we have install on every sites (except Birmingham Admin centre witch is ethernet connected) a VPN server/client witch allow a secure connection via the Internet. Our VPN server use a IPSec tunnel witch is totally secure and use ESP crypt at the level 3 of OSI model. (lower than general crypting).
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For connect different country’s sites we have no other choice but an important question is : Why not choose another type of connection for connect Birmingham Branch office to Admin centre or HQ Geneva to Plan les Ouates? Plan les Ouates is at 3.5km to HQ Geneva this is an important distance between them witch rend a ethernet connection impossible. Annecy is at 40km to Plan les Ouates but mountains are present with height up to 1000meters : place antenna coming to be really impossible but Wi-Max connection between Geneva and Plan les Ouates is totally possible, there is no relief. However, Plan les Ouates is our server farm which requires a connection speed important : linking to another site would considerably slow the speed available (a gateway + shared Internet connection). For Birmingham, Wi-Fi could be possible because there is only 100m distance (WI-FI limit : amplification needed) but a road separated them and can create many interferences. Wi-max is possible but same problem has Wi-Fi : interferences are possible (urban environment not have line-of-sight) , and is not a real secure option : wave can be sniffed, unthinkable for a Admin center/ Data center! A data center need a really speed connection and Wi-Max, up to 45mbit have good debit but bad ping/time respond. More over, the cost for install antenna are relatively expensive, close to cable solution for 100 meters (but for a higher distance this solution is very cheaper). That’s why we choose to install a cable connection between Birmingham Branch office and Admin centre. This solution will reduce the cost of a supplementary Internet connection witch is relatively expensive and will increase the speed communication between theses two sites. But there is a problem : the ethernet limit distance is actually 100m and around 90m really. For make this connection possible, we choose to use fiber technology witch can allow more than 200meters distance without problems and a really good speed (more than 1Gbit/sec).



Conclusion



By using Cisco packet tracer for simulate our solution, we can see that the solution is workable and faster than before, and incredibly more secure (no duplicate packet for each machine on the network for example!). Network & Protocols "
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Appendix : Topology plan HQ Geneva : Building, ground , first and second floor



!



!



!



!



!



Annecy : Building, ground , first and second floor
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Birmingham



Birmingham Admin centre
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Site interconnections



Sources



PSTN Telephony : www.orange-business.com VOIP Telephony : www.nomado.com Cisco 1841 : www.shopblt.com Cisco 7941 : www.buy.com Cisco 2950T : http://www.amazon.com
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